Visible spectroscopy diagnostics for tungsten source assessment in the west tokamak: first measurements
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I. INTRODUCTION

The present work is about the commissioning and the first data analysis related to Visible Spectroscopy systems for W sources assessment developed in the framework of the WEST project². This system, detailed in¹, aims at providing information on the potential plasma particle and impurity sources produced by the principal W plasma facing components shown in figure 1. The originality of the system is that all optical elements are installed in the vacuum vessel and protected by actively cooled panels to be compatible with steady state operation. Each view is designed to monitor the object with an adapted geometry as described in Table 1. Each line of sight (LOS) is linked via optical fiber to a patch panel that permits to dispatch the 240 LOS on various detection systems.

The first part of the paper gives an overview of the diagnostic setup that was operational for the first WEST experimental campaign.
experimental campaign C2 and shows the results of the alignments performed. The second part details the radiance calibration procedure that is a crucial point for the commissioning of this system. The last part of the paper shows and discusses the first experimental results produced by the WEST visible spectroscopy setup.

Table 1: Geometrical specifications for the views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Spot Size (mm)</th>
<th>Points per profile</th>
<th>Number of profiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC antenna limiters (3)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH launcher limiters (2)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outboard limiter</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner bumper</td>
<td>120×70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper divertor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower divertor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY SETUP FOR THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN

A. Operational views and alignments results

The initial plan for the first experimental campaign was to have the divertor views, inner bumper view, outboard limiter view and LH launcher views available. Unfortunately, vacuum feedthroughs related technical issues delayed the commissioning of the divertor views and required the removal of the LHCD views with a plan to reinstate using a new feedthrough technique. Both divertor and LHCD views have been technically updated and will be reinstalled for the (mid-2018) C3 campaign. The views setup for the 2017 campaign was also limited to the inner bumper and outboard limiter views (ICRH views were available but the IC system was not operated). The inner bumper is located on the high-field side as shown in figure 2(a) to protect the inner vessel during the current ramp up where the plasma is high field-side limited. It is composed of W coated graphite tiles bolted on actively cooled copper plates. The view is essentially dedicated to the monitoring of W source during the plasma current ramp up. Figure 2(b) shows a picture taken during one of the alignments where the spots are produced on the observed surface by back illuminating the optical fibers. The spots size and spacing were measured to be in accordance with the initial specifications summarized in table 1.

The outboard limiter shown in figure 3(a) is a movable object dedicated to the protection of antenna and launchers during the plasma start-up; it is then the closest object to the plasma and the major main chamber source of impurities during that phase. The alignment shown in figure 3(b) is for 1 of the 2 extreme working positions. The observations are also in accordance with the specifications but some vignetting can be seen on the extreme lines of sight.

FIG 2: Inner bumper view geometry. (a) The optical setup installed behind a window in a low field side port images 8 optical fibers on the limiter. (b) Picture of the optical fibers back illuminated for alignments (optical fiber 2 from the bottom was not illuminated).

FIG 3: Outboard movable limiter view geometry. The optical setup is installed directly into the vacuum vessel behind the high field side panel and images 12 optical fibers on the limiter leading edge. (a & b) Pictures of the optical fibers back illuminated for alignment.

B. Detection system setup

1. Grating spectrometers

For the C2 experimental campaign, we commissioned three grating spectrometers: two Isolane™ units permitting to treat 27 LOS each and mostly dedicated to measure the W I line at 400.9 nm on both inner bumper and outboard limiter with a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum). The third grating spectrometer allows a spectral resolution of 0.02 nm FWHM, permits to treat 15 LOS and will be mostly dedicated to the \( n_H/(n_0+n_0) \) isotopic ratio estimate.

2. Fast acquisition filters spectrometer

The “Filterscope”, developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (USA) 3 4 5, is an integrated detection system, comprising 24 compact, filtered photomultiplier tubes in a single instrumentation crate, together with photomultiplier tubes and signal conditioning electronics and computer and
data acquisition. The Filterscope adds to the WEST visible spectroscopy capability by providing for ELM-resolving response time, with a target sampling period of 25 μs.

![Filterscope setup](image)

**FIG 4:** Input arrangement for the WEST ORNL Filterscope

Figure 4 illustrates the system setup: the background subtracted W I and Dα lines are simultaneously measured on 5 Lines of Sight (LOS). The Dα line alone can be measured on 4 other LOS. A dedicated study was conducted in order to find suitable filters to measure the W I line and its associated background. The challenging part was to identify and discriminate the potential interfering lines. The lines identified are Ar II (401.29 nm) that will be injected for the operation of the WEST X-ray imaging crystal spectrometer, N II (399.5 nm) and the He I (402.6 nm). The filters, developed specifically for WEST, in close collaboration with Chroma Technologies in Vermont (USA), were installed for the C2 campaign. Figure 5 shows the measured transmission curves for the optimized Chroma filter pairs, including one for the main W I line (blue) and one for the associated background (red), taken in a region determined to be free of spectral lines, based on a study of available tokamak spectra databases. All the filters were tested and all of them meet the specifications.

![Transmission curves](image)

**FIG 5:** Transmission of the filters developed to measure the W I line at 400.9 nm (blue curve) and the associated background (red curve). The spectrum in the background (green) is from a JET pulse #80297 including argon injection (courtesy Drs. M. Stamp and A. Meigs, UKAEA, 2016).

Regarding data acquisition and control, the Filterscope is synchronized to the WEST timing system by using analog triggers. Data and configuration settings are locally stored, then transferred after each pulse by synchronizing to an MDSPlus server installed on the WEST diagnostics computer network specifically for this collaborative diagnostic. Capability for continuous transfer in long pulse operation is also under development.

## III. RADIANCE CALIBRATION

The general principle of the radiance calibration is to monitor a radiance reference source with the overall measurements setup in order to convert the counting rate measured (cts/s) in Radiance (W/(m².sr) or Photon/(m².sr.s)). The radiance calibration, if regularly done, is also a useful tool to quantify the overall transmission loss of the detection setup. We will particularly follow the transmission loss due to impurity coatings on the front windows during conditioning discharges but the long-term degradation of the optical fibers due to radiations will also be taken into account. In the case of the WEST visible spectroscopy system, the calibration procedure is more complex because of the patch panel interface since each of the 240 LOS could be connected to one of 78 available detection channels. We also developed a 3 steps calibration procedure illustrated by figure 6. We attached a “reference channel” to each detection system, after checking that all the detection systems channels have similar spectral responses, and a “reference line of sight” to each view. Thus, the number of radiance calibration is limited with 6 reference channels and 14 reference lines of sight.

![Radiance calibration procedure](image)

**FIG 6:** Radiance calibration procedure

The first step is to perform a relative calibration of the detection systems. For the grating spectrometers systems equipped with Princeton Instruments “EMCCD” cameras we also introduced at this stage an electronic correction: the number of photoelectron per seconds $N_e$ corresponding to the photon rate detected by the camera is derived from the counting rate $N$ (cts/s) using the equation (1):

$$N_e = \frac{G_{ADC} \times N}{G_{EM}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $G_{ADC}$ (e/ct) is the gain applied before the analog to digital conversion and $G_{EM}$ is the Electron Multiplying gain that allows to increase the electron signal before the readout to increase the signal to noise ratio. Working with the photoelectron rates gives us the opportunity to adjust
all the available settings to increase the signal-to-noise ratio along with conserving comparable data from pulse to pulse. Each channel is relatively calibrated regarding its reference channel, we determine for each channel i:

\[ \text{RelCalChannel}_i = \frac{N_{e,\text{channel}ref}}{N_{e,\text{channel}i}} \]  

(2)

The second step concerns the relative calibration of the views. We install in the vessel and in front of the optics an integrating sphere calibrated in radiance \( R(\lambda) \) (Ph/(m².sr.s)) with a mechanical setup especially developed for this purpose. Once connected to a detection system relatively calibrated we can determine for each LOS j:

\[ \text{RelCalLOS}_j = \frac{N_{e,LOS ref}}{N_{e,LOS j}} \]  

(3)

The last step is the Radiance calibration that concerns only the reference channels connected to the reference LOS. The instrumental setup is the same one as for the second step and we determine:

\[ R\text{CalChannel}_i \text{LOS ref } (\lambda) = \frac{R(\lambda)}{N_{e,ref}(\lambda)} \]  

(4)

Each channel i connected to LOS j can also produce radiance calibrated data by applying the correction calculated in (2), (3) and (4) to the \( N_e \) measured.

**IV EXPERIMENTAL DATA**

During the first experimental campaign, several milestones were reached. The first one was to develop an X point scenario with reliable breakdown and current ramp up. During that critical phase unexpected runaway electrons interacting with the outboard limiter were frequently observed. During this first phase, the visible spectroscopy system provided information concerning the plasma impurity content. Once a working X point scenario emerged, we commissioned the LHCD system and the second milestone reach was reached with 2 MW of LHCD power coupled into the plasmas. The visible spectroscopy system performed its first source diagnosis during this second phase.

**A. Impurity composition during the first plasma breakdowns**

The first plasma attempts produced low electronic temperature transients discharges that emitted mostly visible light (no lines discernible on the VUV spectrometers spectra). We also used the visible spectroscopy system for impurity content indicator. We first monitor the D₃ line at 656.1 nm to give some information regarding the timing and the efficiency of the breakdown since the deuterium is the first species to be ionised during the current ramp up. We also monitor impurities in the 400 nm spectral range as shown in figure 7 that exhibits a spectrum acquired just after a venting. The spectrum reveals the presence of N II and O II lines but also Cl II lines that were consistent with a strong chlorine signal on the mass spectrometer measurements. A PVC object was accidentally left inside the vessel, after its removal the chlorine signals dropped significantly on both measurements. Once the breakdown attempts phase was over, the plasma current reached quickly about 500 kA generating hotter plasmas and making the visible radiating layer moving at the edge of the plasma. It permitted the use of visible spectroscopy for source measurements.

![Figure 7: Breakdown spectrum (10 ms exposure time)](image7.png)

**B. Sources study on inner bumper and outboard limiter**

First sources measurements were done on both inner bumper and outboard limiter in the 400 nm and 656 nm wavelength ranges. Figure 8 shows a typical spectrum measured by an equatorial LOS on the outboard limiter. One can observe that the 0.1 nm FWHM resolution is sufficient to discriminate most of the lines and namely the W I line at 400.9 nm. One can also notice in the various lines identified the presence of Mo I that is used as interlayer coating for the W coating on graphite tiles. The presence of Mo source is a consequence of tiles damaged during the runaway electron events. Carbon sources were also observed from the inner bumper coated tiles during the high field side limited plasma phases.

![Figure 8: Outboard limiter spectrum (6 ms exposure time)](image8.png)

Our first W source analysis is summarized in the figure 9 that shows both W I and Mo I lines profiles along the outboard limiter sideways with a poloidal section showing the last closed magnetic surface, the outboard limiter position and the geometry of the visible spectroscopy LOS. With the radiance calibration procedure applied, we find for the W I line a radiance of 3x10⁻¹⁶ Photon/(m².sr.s) for the maximum, the lower radiance measured with acceptable signal to noise ratio being about
2×10^{15} Photon/(m².sr.s) in accordance with our initial specifications (we still have some margin with the slit width or the camera electronic tuning). The W line profile is less peaked in the equatorial plane than the Mo one due to the fact that the runaway electrons induced more damages in the equatorial plane location. In situ observations confirmed that point. Another interesting point is the radiance drop of both lines just below the equatorial plane (-0.05 m) that corresponds to the location of an embedded outer limiter gas puff injector operated during that pulse. The drop of radiance might be the consequence of a source reduction due to the increase of the local density.

To estimate the W flux \( \Gamma_{W} \) from the photon flux \( \Gamma_{ph}(400.9 \text{ nm}) = 4\pi \times R(400.9 \text{ nm}) \) we use the relation (6) where we set an S/XB of 20 corresponding to a temperature of 20 eV in multi machine fit from 6.

\[
\Gamma_{W} = \Gamma_{ph}(400.9 \text{ nm}) \times S/XB (T_e)
\]  

(6)

The W flux finally obtained at the center of the limiter is about 8×10^{18} atoms/(s.m²) that is in accordance with W fluxes observed on ASDEX central column with similar gap of a few centimeters.

V Conclusion

A first part of the WEST Visible Spectroscopy Diagnostic for sources assessment instrumental setup was commissioned for the first WEST experimental campaign. The outboard limiter and inner bumper views were successfully aligned and calibrated in radiance in the challenging context of the patch panel feature that permits to dispatch the LOS on various detection systems. Those two views primarily provided first information about impurity content during the breakdown attempts phase and about W sources later in the campaign. The first W source measurements permitted to demonstrate that the system is operating in accordance with the initial specifications and that the values measured are comparable to ASDEX. At the moment of the paper submission, divertor views are being commissioned to complete the initial experimental setup in view of the C3 campaign next summer.
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